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90 North Church Street,
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BEACH GROVES #105
Breakers, Rum Point/Kaibo, Eastern Districts & North Side, Cayman Islands
MLS# 416252

US$2,347,000
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Experience the epitome of luxury living with Beach Groves, an
exceptional new development situated in the esteemed Pease
Bay area of Bodden Town. Immerse yourself in a world where
sustainability and elegance converge, redefining the standards of
residential excellence in the Cayman Islands. Experience the
epitome of luxury living with Beach Groves, an exceptional new
development situated in the esteemed Pease Bay area of Bodden
Town. Immerse yourself in a world where sustainability and
elegance converge, redefining the standards of residential
excellence in the Cayman Islands. Meticulously constructed with
LEED-certified materials and mindful design, Beach Groves
stands as a testament to our commitment to creating a
harmonious coexistence between modern comfort and ecological
preservation. Embracing the ethos of sustainability, this
remarkable property sets an unparalleled standard in the region,
offering a truly unique living experience that is unparalleled in
Cayman. Indulge in a lifestyle of utmost convenience and leisure,
as Beach Groves presents an array of exceptional amenities
catered to your every need. From a cutting-edge business center
to secure underground parking, from a captivating beachfront
pool to a state-of-the-art gym, every aspect of our development
is meticulously curated to elevate your daily experience.
Experience the allure of this exquisite ground floor unit with
panoramic ocean views. Boasting three bedrooms, two and a half
bathrooms, and a generous floor plan, this stunning residence
encompasses a spacious kitchen and dining area. The floor-to-
ceiling windows envelop every corner, granting breathtaking
vistas of the majestic ocean from every angle. Yet, the true
magnificence of Beach Groves lies in its unwavering dedication to
the preservation of nature. Nestled amidst a protected bird
sanctuary, this remarkable property boasts turtle-friendly lighting
that ensures the successful hatchings and migrations of our
cherished turtle population. By choosing Beach Groves, you are
not only embracing an unparalleled living experience but also
becoming a steward of Cayman's unique wildlife and delicate
environment. Contact us now to reserve your exclusive
condominium at Beach Groves and embark on a lifestyle that
harmonizes with nature while indulging in the epitome of luxury
living.

Essential Information

Type
Condominium (For
Sale)

Status
Current

MLS
416252

Listing Type
Condo

Key Details
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Block & Parcel
48B,10H105

Den
No

Year Built
2025

Pets Allowed
Yes

Additional Feature
Foundation
Slab

Floor Level
1


